
Year A Termly Overview Big Idea Leisure and Entertainment

Key Texts Story Path by Kate Baker, Illustrated Grimm's Fairy Tales by Gillian Doherty and Ruth Brocklehurst, Chicken Clicking by

Jeanne Willis, Lonely Planet World Guide for Kids, Stuff You Should Know About the Human Body by John Farndon,

Anatomy by Helene Druvert, Kays Anatomy by Adam Kay.

English

Writing

Genres

Story Path – Writing our own fairy tale stories using the Story Path book for guidance.

The Elves and The Shoemaker - Talk for Writing text. Children will be writing for a range of purposes including descriptive

writing and postcard recounts.

Anatomy - We will be using this fantastic non-fiction book to write a page of an information text about some aspect of human

anatomy, thinking carefully about presentational features.

Reading

Focus

Children will focus on answering retrieval questions and developing inference skills.

We will promote reading for pleasure through daily class reads .

Oracy Children will be encouraged to: track the speaker, hook back to prior learning, discuss ideas, give opinions and challenge other

viewpoints.

Maths Children will practice: KIRFS (Key information recall facts), times tables, fluency and flashback challenges daily as well as

studying units on: shape, fractions, money and telling the time.

PSHE For the first half of the summer term we will be focusing on media literacy and digital resilience. We will link this to safe

relationships and managing hurtful behavior on and offline.

In the second half of the summer term, we will be learning about ourselves, growing and changing. This will include how our

bodies change, and changes that we will experience as we transition into next year.

History Children will learn about how toys and books have changed over time. We will look at toys our grandparents and parents will have

used compared to those that we use now. We will be focusing on the concepts of chronology, similarity and difference.

Geography Children will learn how Google Earth helps us to explore the world and how the internet has connected all those within it. We

will learn about Mexico and Spain (links to MFL) and how these areas are similar and different to where we live.

Science We will begin this term learning about light and shadows. This will then take us to exploring electricity, creating and

representing our own simple circuits and discovering how we can change the brightness of a lamp or volume of a buzzer. We will

also be learning about the purpose of different systems and functions of the human body and how diet, exercise and lifestyle

choices can influence these.



Art/DT We will be focusing on sketching techniques, learning how to create effect and build texture with a range of mediums.

RE In RE, we will be exploring the religion of Islam, and the importance of celebration within different faiths.

PE In the first half term we will be focusing on the sports of cricket and rounders, focusing on the skills needed to succeed in

these games. After half term we will be focusing on athletics, with each class having a mini-sports day.

Music In music, Owl Class will be creating their own ‘soundscapes’ to accompany varying images of the countryside. The children will

use percussion instruments to imagine what scenery might sound like and then compose their own pieces to perform to the

class.

MFL In MFL, we will be introducing the children into learning Spanish greetings, the alphabet, colours and numbers, as well as basic

classroom instructions. As we progress through the term, we will be listening to and learning to share a traditional tale or fairy

tale in Spanish. In addition to this, we will begin to learn some aspects of British Sign Language, such as the alphabet and

greetings.

ICT In computing we will be using laptops and tablets to recap our basic knowledge of word processing. We will be using Natterhub

and a range of stories to link to our PSHE learning (being safe online) and will begin to learn how to code using Scratch.

Forest

School

In Forest  School, children will undertake building their own obstacle course, to link to the need for fitness and the ways in

which our bodies work.

Linking to fairy tales, children will be building their own mini fairy tale creature furniture using basic tools and wood.

Visits Multi-story theatre - Bill and Gill: Beauty and the Beast.

Resources: Spanish fairy tales - https://www.thespanishexperiment.com

World time zones - Time zones - BBC Bitesize

Google Earth - https://www.google.co.uk/intl/en_uk/earth/

Coding - Computer programming | Computing | Khan Academy

https://www.thespanishexperiment.com
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvsfr82/articles/zjk46v4
https://www.google.co.uk/intl/en_uk/earth/
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-programming

